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Abstract

This paper aims at reviewing the current advancements of high pressure experimental geosciences.

The angle chosen is that of in situ measurements at the high pressure (P) and high temperature

(T) conditions relevant of the deep Earth and planets, measurements that are often carried out

at large facilities (X-ray synchrotrons and neutron sources). Rather than giving an exhaustive

catalogue, four main active areas of research are chosen: the latest advancements on deep Earth

mineralogy, how to probe the properties of melts, how to probe Earth dynamics, and chemical

reactivity induced by increased P-T conditions. For each area, techniques are briefly presented and

selected examples illustrate their potentials, and what that tell us about the structure and dynamics

of the planet.
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Abstract

Cet article présente une revue des connaissances et techniques expérimentales de haute pression en

géosciences. L’angle choisi est celui des mesures in situ à haute pression (P) et haute température

(T), conditions qui sont celles de la Terre profonde et des planètes; de ce fait, la plupart des résultats

présentés sont issus d’expériences utilisant des grands instruments (sources de rayonnement X syn-

chrotron et sources de neutrons). Plutôt que de dresser un catalogue exhaustif, quatre domaines

de recherche principaux sont choisis: la minéralogie de la Terre profonde, les propriétés des liq-

uides géophysiques, l’imagerie des matériaux sous pression, et la réactivité chimique induite par

des conditions P-T élevées. Pour chaque domaine, les techniques sont brièvement présentées, des

exemples donnés pour les illustrer ainsi que les connaissances que l’on en tire sur la structure et la

dynamique de la Terre.
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1. Introduction

Earth sciences belong traditionally to observational sciences, generating numerous precise data

and raising by empirical observation interesting physical and chemical relationships, which would

have been unnoticed otherwise. For instance, pioneers such as F. Birch realized in the early 1950ies

that seismic data (showing density and velocity profiles as a function of depth) could be explained

by variations of the physical properties of terrestrial materials under the increasing P-T conditions

inside the planet (from 105 Pa to 3.65 1011 Pa for pressure, i.e. 6 orders of magnitude variation).

At such conditions, the chemical constituents exhibit diverse and rich, unexpected physical and

chemical phenomena.

The advances cited below result from the combination of high P-T techniques, with, essen-

tially, recent developments at large light sources. Photon fluxes to-date at third generation X-ray

synchrotron facilities are over 10 orders of magnitude higher than the flux delivered by an X-ray

cathodic tube (Fig.1). High P experiments at neutron facilities have for long been limited to 10

GPa at the high T required for geosciences applications, as diffraction signals could not be detected

for sample volumes less than 10-100 mm3. But sample volumes down to 1 mm3 (and equivalent P

up to 50-100 GPa) are now sufficient for newly built high flux spallation sources (Oak Ridge Na-

tional Lab., USA; or the J-Sparc project in Japan). That is opening great perspectives for the study

of hydrated minerals and volatiles at depth, as neutrons can efficiently probe these light elements

(Wenk, 2006).

In terms of high P-T techniques, static tools such as diamond-anvil cells (DAC) and multi-

anvil presses (MAP) have basically reached their limits in terms of maximum achievable P-T

conditions (see Fig.1), with MAP covering the upper mantle P-T range if using conventional WC

anvils (and up to 60 GPa at high T if using sintered diamond anvils), laser heated DAC covering

all terrestrial P-T conditions. The developments, latest and to come, are achieved by adapting the

HP-HT techniques to many different types of probes.
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2. Crystalline phases in the deep Earth

2.1. Identifying major phases

There has been tremendous progress in the exploration of crystalline planetary materials at

extreme P-T conditions. For mantle silicates, this exploration has applied to the phase diagrams,

crystal structures and equations of state and now covers the entire mantle P-T range (see ref. Ring-

wood (1991); Duffy (2008); Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni (2011) for reviews). It is well illus-

trated by the discovery of the magnesian silicate post-perovskite phase (Murakami et al., 2004),

unveiling the material present in the deepest few hundred kilometers of the mantle. In contrast

with our good knowledge of mantle mineralogy, the structure of Fe in the inner core remains an

open question (Fig. 2). Among the latest results, theoretical work and experiments carried on an

Fe0.9Ni0.1 alloy favour a body-centered cubic phase (Dubrovinsky et al., 2007) while experiments

on pure Fe showed no other stable phase than ε-Fe up to 377 GPa-5700 K (Tateno et al., 2010),

i.e. a value exceeding by 13 GPa the pressure at the center of the Earth, a record for static high

P-T conditions; this result thus remains to be reproduced.

2.2. Measuring the speed of sound: Birch’s legacy

The mineralogical composition of the deep mantle is tested essentially against seismological

profiles. Such is the method initiated by F. Birch (Birch, 1964) by comparing density-velocity

relationships (the so called ‘Birch’s law’) between simple compounds and seismological data.

Ideally, one should compare experimental data directly with seismological velocity profiles. F.

Birch was also the first to point out that the core is mostly made of Fe plus some light elements

(Birch, 1952). 10 ± 5wt% of light elements (Poirier, 1994) are needed to reduce the mismatch

between seismological and experimental acoustic velocity profiles for pure liquid Fe (Brown and

McQueen, 1986) (Fig.3 left). Measuring acoustic velocities on minerals at high P-T conditions,

is mostly restricted to upper mantle conditions by propagating ultrasonic waves through a sample

squeezed in a multi-anvil press (Li et al., 1996; Sinogeikin and Bass, 1999). To get to lower mantle
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and core conditions, inelastic scattering techniques are DAC-compatible. Brillouin scattering for

instance can be used but is limited to transparent materials such as quartz (Gregoryanz et al.,

2003) unlike X-ray inelastic scattering. This technique has not yet been applied for silicates at

lower mantle conditions, but significant works have been published on Fe and Fe-alloys, initially

at room T (Fiquet et al., 2001) and up to 1700 K (Lin et al., 2005b). The good matching between

room T results and shock-wave data attests that the linear relationship between density and the

compressional wave velocity, VP , is verified for pure Fe (Fig.3), independently of T as, during

shock-wave experiments, T reached several thousands K depending on the targeted P (Brown

and McQueen, 1986). The slight offset between experimentally measured VP on solid Fe and

seismically observed values (Fig.3) suggests the presence of light elements not only in the outer

core but also in the solid inner core (a few wt%), a suggestion confirmed by the comparison

between Fe density measurements up to 200 GPa and the PREM density profile (Dewaele et al.,

2006). The inelastic scattering technique is nonetheless limited to room or modest T, and gives

much higher error bars on shear wave velocity, VS, measurements with large discrepancies both

between different groups and with the PREM model for the inner core (Antonangeli et al., 2004),

discrepancy that could be due to a high T effect on VS (Lin et al., 2005b). The limitations come

from the long data acquisition time (order of 1 hour) that for now prevents the use of stable laser-

heating at very high T as needed to reproduce lower mantle and core conditions. The achievement

of this technique will ideally constrain: 1) the lower mantle geotherm and mineralogical models,

two intrinsically linked issues, and 2) the light elements enigma of the outer core. The nature and

precise amount of light elements is indeed still not resolved, with Si, O, S, C, and H as the most

likely ones (Poirier, 1994).

2.3. Measuring reaction kinetics

Measuring reaction kinetics is essential to understand processes controlling mineralogical

transformations (nucleation and growth process), and as such, essential to unravel the history of

rocks recovered from high P-T conditions. This has been done in the past mainly by performing se-
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ries of high P-T experiments on different time lengths, and measuring crystal growth on quenched

samples. Besides the artifacts that may occur upon quenching an experiment, this method can not

be applied if minerals are not stable back to ambient conditions. In situmeasurements using time-

resolved X-ray diffraction combined with MAP on olivine have been first performed on analogues

of mantle olivine that undergo phase transitions at lower P (Mg2GeO4 by Lauterjung and Will

(1986) and Ni2SiO4 by Rubie et al. (1990)), and later on mantle compositions (Mosenfelder et al.,

2001; Kubo et al., 2004). Crystal growth is estimated from the phase proportions, themselves ex-

tracted from X-ray diffraction spectra, provided that the sample has a good powder quality pattern.

These studies showed that even on a geological timescale, the olivine/spinel reaction needs to be

overstepped in pressure at relatively high T (e.g., 1300 K) for the transformation to start, consistent

with olivine surviving metastably in slabs to very significant depths below the equilibrium phase

boundary. More recently, Perrillat et al. (2005) have studied the mechanisms and rate of antigorite

dehydration at the P-T conditions prevailing in slabs down to 150 km. Antigorite belongs to the

serpentine group, and is formed by hydrothermal alteration of the oceanic lithosphere. The de-

hydration reaction appeared to be kinetically controlled by surface growth processes, and yields

fluid discharge rates high enough to increase the fluid pressure up to the failure condition, hence

promoting earthquakes in the slab mantle.

3. Probing the properties of molten materials at depth

Planets were born molten (Harper, 1996), this early state being referred to as the magma ocean.

During this period, segregation of the siderophile elements (mostly Fe) towards the center of the

planet required them to pass through a molten silicate matrix. Similarly, the transport of volatiles to

or from the deep interior, which created the primary atmosphere, occurred through a silicate liquid.

Planetary differentiation, i.e. the way planets acquired their present internal structure shortly after

accretion, is therefore controlled in the first instance by the properties of silicate and Fe melts

at the P-T conditions of the interiors of planets. In the present day Earth, molten materials at
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depth include essentially the liquid outer core, the only fully molten layer of the planet. Besides,

in addition to the relatively high-levels rising erupting magmas, there is evidence from various

geophysical observations (seismology, electrical resistivity measurements) for the occurrence of

liquids which are gravitationally stable at different depths of the mantle. Hydrated magmas could

thus be regionally stable at the base of the lithosphere (Mierdel et al., 2007) and in the transition

zone (Song et al., 2004), between 440 and 660 km depth. Last but not least, the presence of

magmas at depth could explain the observed ultra-low seismic velocity zones at the bottom of the

mantle (Williams and Garnero, 1996; Labrosse et al., 2007).

Despite their geophysical importance, data on molten geomaterials at depth are very scarce. In

general, high P-T experiments on melts are technically challenging as those are difficult to confine,

especially since it often implies to work at very high T at the limits of the experimental capacities.

Very high T also imply very high chemical diffusivities and potential chemical reactions between

sample and its container. On top of these difficulties, melts do not have long-range order by

definition although they do have short- and medium-order range. That means that their scattering

power is weak, both for X-rays/neutrons, or for Raman spectroscopy. Although they are progress

under way, it is not possible yet to collect Raman spectra above 1000 K, as the sample thermal

emissivity would cover its own Raman signal. Probing melts properties in situ has thus been

impossible for long, and just over the last 10 years.

3.1. Melting relationships

Unambiguous criteria for melting imply detection of a signal from the melt instead of just

loosing the signal from the crystalline phase, as shown on fig. 4 with the appearance of a diffuse

X-ray scattering signal from molten Fe. That can also be done by visual observations of crystal

melting through transparent windows such as diamonds (Datchi et al., 2000), but this technique

is limited to relatively low P as the image gets blurred. It is now possible to detect the signal

from a melt compressed in a DAC either by X-ray diffraction or Raman spectroscopy, and even

for light materials as illustrated by the case of water (Lin et al., 2005a; Goncharov et al., 2009)
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and hydrogen (Gregoryanz et al., 2003). This enables to track the melting curve and melting

relationships of planetary materials (Fig.5).

For water, following the discovery of the superionic phase ice X stable above 60 GPa at room T,

efforts have been devoted to see if the melting curve changes at these pressures (Lin et al., 2005a;

Goncharov et al., 2009). In these externally heated DAC experiments, melting was detected by an

abrupt change of the H2O intramolecular Raman modes. As the melting curve of water becomes

indeed very steep (Fig.5, middle panel), it is expected to cross the temperature profile inside the

ice-rich giant planets, Uranus and Neptune. Hence, a molten outer shell is expected in these

planets. This configuration is consistent with the non-dipolar magnetic field structure of Uranus

and Neptune, a structure that can be explained if magnetic field generation occurs in a thin shell

surrounding an electrically conductive but non-convective layer (Stanley and Bloxham, 2004). For

mantle materials, the melting relationships have been measured at all mantle conditions, including

liquidus and solidus curves (Fiquet et al., 2010). Crystalline phases at the solidus change at 40

GPa, from magnesiowustite to magnesian perovskite, without any further change down to the

core-mantle boundary conditions apart from the perovskite to post-peroskite transition. More

importantly, the measured solidus intersects estimated geotherm at 135 GPa and 4180 K. The

presence of partial melt would thus provide an explanation for the observed seismic ultra-low

velocity zones (ULVZ) in the D” layer at the bottom of the mantle. For core materials, Fe-S alloys

have received the largest attention so far as the eutectic point has the lowest melting T amongst

Fe-alloys, hence it is technically the easiest system to work with. A major effect of pressure is

to shift the eutectic composition towards the Fe pole (Campbell et al., 2007; Stewart et al., 2007;

Morard et al., 2008a), resulting in the sulfide phase being present at the solidus for potential core

compositions containing 10±5 wt% light elements (Fig.6). If the melt released at the inner core

boundary is richer in Fe than the crystallizing phase, that would obstruct chemical convection in

the core and that brings a strong argument against sulphur being a major light element.
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3.2. Density of melts

To measure the density of melts at high P, X-ray radiographic techniques have been developed

over the last 15 years (Katayama, 1996; Sanloup et al., 2000b), and rely on the density and hence

absorption contrast between the sample and its high P environment (Fig.7 right). These techniques

are compatible with large sample volumes only, and are therefore limited to the upper mantle P-T

conditions. Density can also be extracted from the X-ray signal diffracted by the melt (Kaplow

et al., 1965), a method compatible with DAC experiments (Eggert et al., 2002) .

I will now illustrate this section with the case of molten silicates. In the present-day Earth, many

igneous/volcanic processes are influenced by the properties of molten silicate at depth (e.g. buoy-

ancy forces, viscosity), considering that magmas are produced between 20 and 80 km (0.5 to 2.5

GPa) at medio-oceanic ridges (Shen and Forsyth, 1995), and down to 150 km (5 GPa) in subduc-

tion zones. Nearly every stage in the genesis of magma depends on the density contrast between

silicate liquids and crystals (Stolper et al., 1981): the rate of liquid segregation, its control on the

equilibrium vs fractional fusion and on the degree of partial melting before extraction, the ascent

rate of magmas. Few shock-wave studies are available (Ridgen et al., 1984; Akins et al., 2004).

Their principal result is that there is a density cross-over between melt and solid silicates, which

implies that silicate melts can be segregated at depth. Similar conclusions have been reached from

ex situ experiments using the sink-float method (Agee, 1998). The sink-float method consists in

inserting a density marker in the sample, and checking on the recovered sample quenched from

high P-T conditions whether the marker has been floating or sinking in the sample; this method

allows only few (1-3) data points to be collected along the equation of state. In the particular case

of lunar basalts, their petrology is quite diverse, and some of them are particularly intriguing due

to their high Ti content, making them very dense in addition to a high Fe content. Lunar interi-

ors have regain interests lately due to a large number of recent missions to the Moon. Both the

sink-float method (Circone and Agee, 1996) and X-ray absorption method (Sakamaki et al., 2010)

have been applied to measure the density of high Ti lunar basalts (Fig.7), basalts generated at P
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around 1.5 GPa. There is over 5% spread amongst existing density data, both experimental and

theoretical (Guillot and Sator, 2007). Although this spread prevents to reach a firm conclusion, it

is possible that these high-Ti basalts could have sunk in the mantle, thus providing an explanation

for the partially molten layer evidenced at the base of the lunar mantle by a recent re-interpretation

of Apollo seismographs (Weber et al., 2011).

3.3. Immiscible liquids

Immiscibility affects many geologically relevant liquids: aqueous fluids/magmas, carbonati-

titic magmas/silicatemagmas, magmas/molten Fe-alloy and even withinmolten Fe-alloys (Fig.10).

Applying high pressure usually induces closure of the miscibility gap. Deciphering gap closure

from quenched textures is often ambiguous as exsolution might occur upon T-quenching of the

experiment (Kato and Ringwood, 1989). Gap closure has thus been evidenced by in situ visual

observations through diamond anvil windows for fluids and magmas (Shen and Keppler, 1997),

and by X-ray radiographic observations through multi-anvil press assemblies for fluids/magmas

(Mibe et al., 2004) and for Fe-S/Fe-Si liquid alloys (Morard et al., 2008b). To get further insights

into how P induces gap closure, structural information is required. In the case of Fe-S-Si melts,

Fe-S and Fe-Si bonding is different in melts at ambient P: covalent for Fe-S and metallic for Fe-Si.

Under increasing P, structural evolution of the Fe-S bond towards metallic bond was evidenced in

the vicinity of gap closure (Morard et al., 2007), thus providing a rationale for it. Not all immisci-

ble Fe-alloys have been studied yet under pressure, but Fe-S-C gap closes at 5 GPa (Corgne et al.,

2008), and Fe-FeO could close above 70 GPa, P at which the insulator to metallic transition has

been reported for FeO (Knittle and Jeanloz, 1986). It is therefore unlikely that immiscibility plays

a role in the Earth’s core. However, for smaller planets with core P-range falling within immisci-

bility domains, core could have a complex shell structure (Fig.11) as proposed for planetesimals

(Corgne et al., 2008) and present-day Mercury (Malavergne et al., 2010).
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3.4. Melt percholation by X-ray tomography

Imaging samples in situ at high P-T conditions is currently done using X-ray radiography tech-

niques. These techniques are suitable to study samples compressed in large volume presses, using

either monochromatic or white X-ray beam. X-ray radiographs can be collected simultaneously

with X-ray diffraction data. X-ray radiography is the easiest technique to determine the sample

position before collecting a diffraction pattern; in the case illustrated on Fig. 8 (Fei et al., 2004),

the lherzolite powder sample was enclosed in a Re capsule and topped with two layers of pressure

standards (MgO, Pd, Pt) with the purpose of measuring equation of states. Radiographs also allow

to measure the sample shape and size with a current resolution of the order of 1 µm. Applications

of these combined techniques are numerous, as illustrated by a few examples below. Another as

yet unresolved issue is the scenario of core formation, and whether the percolation of molten Fe-

alloys occurred through a solid or molten silicate matrix (Stevenson, 2008). Percolation has been

studied mainly by analysis of the texture of quenched samples (Minarik et al., 1996; Shannon and

Agee, 1998), which showed non-connected Fe-alloys islands among the silicate matrix. These

results are in contradiction with in situ electrical resistivity measurements (Yoshino et al., 2003)

as those did imply a connectivity of the molten Fe-S alloy under pressure for similar Fe-S/olivine

volume ratio. To solve this apparent contradiction and to get quantitative data on percolation

mechanisms (e.g. dihedral angles), the issue is to get in situ 3-D imaging data. An example of 3-D

reconstruction from a collection of 2-D radiographs is shown on Fig. 9. At ambient conditions,

X-ray tomography is ideal as a non invasive or destructive method to study materials such as pre-

cious fossil records (Kruta et al., 2011), as opposed to SEM analyses on slabs for instance. Among

applications of X-ray tomography under pressure, and besides the study of fluid percolation, this

technique would be suited for volume measurements of non-crystalline samples (amorphous or

liquids), and consequently, for the measurement of their equation of states (Wang et al., 2005;

Lesher et al., 2009).

The present spatial resolution being close to 1 µm prevents for now the use of this technique
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with diamond-anvil cell samples of size less than 10 µm; the development of nanoscale X-ray

tomography beamlines at synchrotron facilities should push this limit and allow precise sample

imaging up to the megabar in the decade to come.

4. Probing Earth dynamics

4.1. Rheology at depth

Scientists aim at extrapolating laboratory deformation data on earth materials at large strains

and low strain rates, to understand geodynamic processes over time scales of millions of years,

under extreme P-T conditions. The D-DIA apparatus is a type of multi-anvil press that allows to

impose differential stress, and thus deform a sample under pressure. There has for long been a

compromise between detailed analysis at room P-T of deformation mechanisms on samples de-

formed at extreme conditions (Cordier et al., 2004) and in situ but qualitative-only information

(Chen et al., 2002).

In situ techniques have been recently improved and successfully applied on an antigorite-serpentinite

sample compressed up to 4 GPa and 500◦C (Hilairet et al., 2007). Its viscosity could be measured

quantitatively thus confirming antigorite as an ideal candidate for strain localization within sub-

duction zones. Stress is measured from the X-ray diffraction pattern as differential stress results in

peak broadening and variations of the crystal inter-planar distances (dhkl), while strain and strain

rate are deduced from the sample length on radiographs. This technique is currently limited to the

20 GPa range (Kawazoe et al., 2010). It is nonetheless possible to gain insights on the crystalline

deformation mechanisms at more extreme conditions. The technique consists in 1) collecting

the X-ray diffraction data in radial geometry, i.e. perpendicularly to the symmetry axis of the

diamond-anvil cell defined by the alignment of the anvils and along which maximum stresses are

consequently generated, and 2) avoiding the presence of a pressure-transmitting medium, which

essential task is to prevent anhydrostaticity to develop. Deformation mechanisms and the resulting

texture in polycrystalline samples can be determined from the measured variations in diffraction
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peaks position and intensity as a function of the azimuthal angle on a 2-D diffraction image. In

the convecting mantle, anisotropy is strongest in boundary layers, i.e. in the lithosphere and the

D” layer at the base of the mantle (Panning and Romanowicz, 2004). Hence the need to under-

stand deformation mechanisms in these regions. The anisotropic deformation of polycrystalline

MgSiO3 post-perovskite has been investigated from 145 GPa to 185 GPa and deformation-induced

slip planes could be identified (Merkel et al., 2007; Miyagi et al., 2010), providing an understand-

ing of D” anisotropy. However, the technique is currently limited to room T, as high T promote

grain growth and, consequently, the powder-quality of the X-ray diffraction pattern is lost, pre-

venting the proper analysis of peaks intensity.

The rheology of molten geomaterials is easier to measure under pressure, apart from the high

T involved that imply experimental difficulties (cf section 3). But these high T also imply much

shorter deformation timescales, hence the techniques are more straightforward. The sink-float

method records the falling of a sphere in the liquid by X-ray radiography and deduces the viscos-

ity from the Stokes’ equation. The viscosity of molten Fe at core conditions is a key parameter

of core convection. Geophysical estimates of the viscosity vary over several order of magnitudes

(Secco, 1995), from 10−2 to 1010 Pa·s depending on the method (geodesy, seismic wave attenua-

tion, geomagnetism). On the lower end of this range, core flow would be turbulent and dominated

by Coriolis forces, while it would be more regular and dominated by viscous forces for the highest

values. Experimental measurements have confirmed the lower values of 1-2×10−2 Pa·s (Terasaki

et al., 2002, 2006), and light elements such as S and C seem to have little effect.

4.2. Transport properties: electrical and thermal conductivity

The discovery of the deepest silicate mineral of the Earth’s mantle, i.e. the post-perovskite

phase (Murakami et al., 2004), has unveiled many geodynamical phenomena. Besides being

highly anisotropic just as the D” layer is seismologically, the post-perovskite phase has indeed

many interesting properties. Among those, its increased electrical conductivity (Ohta et al., 2008)
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compared to the perovskite phase provides a mechanism for the observed correlation between vari-

ations of the Earth’s rotation rate and of the Earth’s magnetic field (Courtillot et al., 1982) by an

electro-magnetic coupling between mantle and core flow.

Mantle convection and plate tectonics are driven by the heat flow from Earth’s core to the surface.

The heat flow in turn is controlled by the thermal conductivity of minerals. The higher the thermal

conductivity is, the less efficient the convection is to transfer heat vs. conduction. On the core side,

the thermal conductivity of Fe controls the amount of heat escaping from the core. However, few

measurements have been made for thermal conductivity over 10 GPa (Ross et al., 2005). Ther-

mal conductivity measurements at extreme conditions are very challenging experiments, but first

breakthroughs have been achieved on perovskite (Goncharov et al., 2008; Keppler et al., 2008).

These results show that although usually assumed to be negligible, radiation dominates heat con-

duction in the deep mantle.

5. Chemical reactivity/geochemical affinity

The three categories of atmophile, lithophile, and siderophile elements, have been defined and

used by Victor M. Goldschmidt to establish a geochemical classification of the elements, and they

all refer to the affinity of the elements for liquid phases at ambient pressure. Hence the chemical

affinity of the elements is a key property to derive the composition of the reservoirs, ‘atmophile’

in the atmosphere, ‘lithophile’ in the rocky mantle, and ‘siderophile’ elements in the core. Gold-

schmidt classification of the elements is also used to trace planetary differentiation in terms of

processes and timing, by using a radioactive mother/daughter elements pair with different chemi-

cal affinities. The chemical properties of terrestrial materials remain largely unexplored across the

broad range of Earths extreme conditions, and are very often assumed constant and equal to those

known at ambient conditions. Two examples that follow will illustrate how that is not the case.

Oxygen and silicon, typical lithophile elements (i.e. major constituents of rocks at ambient P),
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have been shown to partition into molten Fe above 70 GPa (Jeanloz and Knittle, 1991) and even

more in the P-stability field of the post-perovskite phase (Sakai et al., 2006). It follows that there

are likely to be the most abundant light elements in the core, sulphur being a siderophile element

at all investigated P-T conditions but too volatile to be present in more than a few % (Dreibus and

Palme, 1996).

In the case of atmosphere formation, the 129I→129Xe radioactivity is used, with a half-life of

17 My. In that case iodine is a lithophile element and xenon, as a gas, an atmophile element.

129Xe excesses compared to chondritic meteorites measured in the cortex of pillow-lavas show

that the mantle was largely degassed within 100 My. Argon and helium isotopes are also used to

assess atmosphere formation, but on much larger timescales. In these datation processes, the po-

tential pressure dependence of the chemical affinity is not considered. However, heavy rare gases

do change behaviour under high P-T conditions. Upon melting at room pressure, noble gases

strongly partition into the melt which is an incompatible behaviour (i.e. incompatible with the

cristalline network). Two independent groups have shown that such is not the case under pressure,

as they observed a solubility drop of Ar at 5 GPa in olivine and silica melts (Chamorro-Perez et al.,

1996, 1998; Bouhifd and Jephcoat, 2006), and higher in more chemically complex melts (Bouhifd

and Jephcoat, 2006). Even more problematic is the chemistry of xenon at high P-T conditions.

Although an archetypical inert element at ambient conditions, xenon can be covalently bonded to

oxygen in silica at the conditions of the Earth’s continental crust, through a Xe-Si substitution in

the tetrahedra (Sanloup et al., 2005). From atmophile at ambient conditions, Xe therefore becomes

lithophile at depth. Those results question the use of noble gases isotopes as tracers of Earth’s dy-

namics.

More generally, the chemical affinity of elements should not be assumed constant and equal to

that known at ambient pressure, neither should the partitioning of volatile elements be studied on

quenched experiments. Ideally, one should measure the partition coefficient of an element, i.e. its

concentration ratio between two co-existing phases, with in situ probes. Partitioning coefficients
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are traditionally measured from quenched experiments, with the associated draw-backs such as ex-

solutions or precipitations upon quenching. Pioneer studies have thus been carried on the partition

of trace elements in fluids using X-ray fluorescence combined with diamond-anvil cell techniques

(Sanchez-Valle et al., 2003; Bureau et al., 2007). The presence of diamonds limits however this

technique to the study of elements heavier than Fe, so that the fluorescence signal is not absorbed

by the anvils. These studies are also for now limited to moderate pressures (<5 GPa). For instance,

bromine (Br) concentration in melts and aqueous fluids could be measured with this method at P-T

conditions relevant of magma generation and ascent in subduction zones (Bureau et al., 2009). The

results show that Br has a large affinity for magmas at depth, and that suggests that Br is partly

recycled in the mantle rather than being totally extracted from the subducted plates with aqueous

fluids upon dehydration and further degassed.

6. Conclusions

Earth’s sciences have profoundly benefited from the confrontation of experimental petrology

and observations, both petrological and seismological. This confrontation has unveiled the deep

structure and composition of the planet, and a clear understanding of its formation and differen-

tiation is underway. A rich area has been the discovery of new pressure-induced chemistry in

volatiles under conditions ranging from those of deep marine sediments to the deepest planetary

interiors. A common theme of this recent work is the need for in situ high P-T study because many

of these transitions and new mineral phases cannot be observed in quenched samples and in the

near-surface environment of planets.

Nonetheless, one should keep in mind the limitations of high P experimentation in Earth’s sci-

ences. The first and main one is certainly the extrapolation of scales in space (from the µm to

mm lab scale to the 1000 km Earth’s scale) and time (from the picosecond to a maximum of a

few days for the lab scale depending on the probed phenomena, to the 109 y geological scale).

The second limitation comes from the experimental chemical systems, which are necessarily less
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complex than real terrestrial rocks for the sake of proper data processing and interpretation of the

results.

The next challenges are thus to push forward these current limitations, to adapt techniques cur-

rently available only at room P to measure crucial properties such as thermal conductivity (cf

mantle convection modeling), and to ever increase the experimental P-T range. Dynamic tech-

niques are witnessing important developments. Aside from refinements of the classic shock-wave

gun by using pre-compressed samples for instance, laser sources now routinely generate shocks

over 100 GPa, and the TPa (1012 Pa) is targeted by the high power laser facilities. Exploring the

interiors of giant planets (4000 GPa-20 000 K at the center of Jupiter) and extra-solar planets is

getting within reach. Detected exoplanets are necessarily super-giants if detected. Could their

interiors contain new ultrahigh P silicate phases (post-post-perovskite) or metallic ices? What are

the melting curves of these exoplanetary materials? All issues that for now can be explored only

by numerical modeling. Today, calculating is indeed a third tool in our box, in addition to HP-HT

experiments and observations. Although numerical modeling was out of the scope of this paper,

the discovery of the post perovskite phase in the lower most mantle is a very nice demonstration of

this change since both aspects (extreme HP-HT experiments and atomic scale calculations) were

involved.
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Figure 1: Left: Brilliance of X-ray radiation; unity is the number of photons per second per mrad2 and per 0.1%

bandwidth. Right: P-T conditions within Earth interiors compared with the experimental P-T conditions generated

using multi-anvil presses (‘WC’ stands for tungsten carbide, the most commonly used material for anvils).

Figure 1: Gauche: Brilliance du rayonnement X; l’unité est le nombre de photons par seconde et par mrad2

et par 0,1% de bande passante. Droite: conditions P-T de l’intérieur de la Terre et conditions P-T générées

expérimentalement en presse multi-enclumes. La cellule-diamant combinée au chauffage laser permet de reproduire

l’ensemble des conditions terrestres.
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Figure 2: Phase diagram of iron determined from high P-T experiments, either using laser-heated diamond anvil cells

(Boehler, 1993; Shen et al., 1998; Dubrovinsky et al., 2007; Tateno et al., 2010) or shock-wave experiments (Brown

and McQueen, 1986; Nguyen and Holmes, 2004). α-Fe and δ-Fe have a body-cubic centered cell, γ-Fe has a face-

cubic centered cell, and ε-Fe a hexagonal close-packed cell.

Figure 2: Diagramme de phase du fer déterminé à partir de résultats d’expériences en cellule-diamant/chauffage laser

(Boehler, 1993; Shen et al., 1998; Dubrovinsky et al., 2007; Tateno et al., 2010) et d’expériences de choc (Brown and

McQueen, 1986; Nguyen and Holmes, 2004).
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Figure 3: Compressional velocity (VP ) as a function of density in solid Fe (left) and liquid Fe (right) measured

experimentally using shock-wave techniques at high T (Brown and McQueen, 1986) and inelastic X-ray scattering

techniques at room T (Fiquet et al., 2001; Antonangeli et al., 2004). PREM seismic profiles are shown for comparison

(Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981).

Figure 3: Vitesse des ondes de compression en fonction de la densité pour le fer solide (gauche) et liquide (droite)

mesurée expérimentalement lors d’expériences de choc à haute T (Brown and McQueen, 1986) et par diffusion

inélastique des rayons X à T ambiante (Fiquet et al., 2001; Antonangeli et al., 2004). Les profils sismiques du modèle

PREM sont donnés pour comparaison (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981).
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Figure 4: Identifying melting at high P: the spotty diffraction rings from crystalline Fe (top) disappear upon melting

and an X-ray diffuse scattering appears (bottom). The continuous rings in both upper and lower panels at small angles

are contributions from the gasket and sample container. The Fe sample was compressed at 2 GPa in a large volume

press (Sanloup et al., 2000a).

Figure 4: Critère de fusion à haute P: apparition d’un signal X diffus (bas) au lieu de pics de diffraction (haut).

L’échantillon de fer était comprimé à 2 GPa dans une presse gros volume (Sanloup et al., 2000a).
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Figure 5: Melting curves of major planetary materials: H2 (data from Datchi et al. (2000); Gregoryanz et al. (2003)),

H2O (data from Lin et al. (2005a); Goncharov et al. (2009)), and peridotite (Fiquet et al., 2010).

Figure 5: Courbe de fusion de matériaux planétaires majeurs: H2 (données de Datchi et al. (2000); Gregoryanz et al.

(2003)), H2O (données de Lin et al. (2005a); Goncharov et al. (2009)), et péridotite (Fiquet et al., 2010).
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Figure 6: Pressure evolution of the eutectic composition in the Fe-FeS system; data are from Morard et al. (2007);

Usselman (1975); Stewart et al. (2007); Chudinovskikh and Boehler (2007), the shaded area indicate the total content

of light elements in the outer core (10±5%). Insets: Fe-FeS phase diagram typical of each pressure interval (adapted

from Fei et al. (1997, 2000)).

Figure 6: Composition eutectique du système Fe-FeS en fonction de la pression; données de Morard et al. (2007);

Usselman (1975); Stewart et al. (2007); Chudinovskikh and Boehler (2007), la zone ombrée indique la teneur en

éléments légers du noyau liquide (10±5%). Encarts: diagramme de phase binaire Fe-FeS représentatif de chaque

intervalle de pression (adapté de Fei et al. (1997, 2000)).
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Figure 7: Left: sketch of the X-ray absorption technique, the intensity ratio I/I0 obeys the Beer-Lambert law. Right:

Density of molten lunar high-Ti basalts (BG14) as a function of pressure. Experimental data are from Sakamaki et al.

(2010) and Circone and Agee (1996), theoretical data are from Guillot and Sator (2007) (solid curve). All data are

corrected to a common T of 1800 K. Seismological density profile is given (grey line) for comparison (Weber et al.,

2011).

Figure 7: Gauche: schéma de la technique de mesure de densité par absorption des rayons X; le rapport d’intensité,

I/I0, obéit la loi de Beer-Lambert. Droite: densité du basalte lunaire riche en Ti (BG14) en fonction de la pression.

Les données expérimentales sont de Sakamaki et al. (2010) et Circone and Agee (1996), les calculs théoriques sont de

Guillot and Sator (2007) (courbe pleine). Tous les points ont été ramenés sur l’isotherme 1800 K. Le profil de densité

sismologique est donné (courbe grise) pour comparaison (Weber et al., 2011).
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Figure 8: Top: X-ray imaging and diffraction set-up for in situ high P-T measurements using a multi-anvil press (on

the left). Bottom: schematics of 2-D imaging using the transmitted X-rays; the whole cell-assembly is drawn, low Z

materials (BN, diamond window) are inserted in the cell-assembly along the X-ray path and define a window on the

sample. Translated from Dewaele and Sanloup (2005).

Figure 8: Haut: principes de l’imagerie par radiographie X à hautes P-T en presse multi-enclumes (à gauche). Bas:

schéma de l’assemblage expérimental utilisé et image de radiographie X obtenue à partir du passage du faisceau X

incident à travers une fenêtre au sein de l’assemblage (Spring-8, Japon).
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Figure 9: Top: 2-D X-ray radiograph of an olivine+Fe-FeS melt sample at 2 GPa and 1500 K; the height of the image

is defined by the gap between the anvils (∼ 300 µm at 2 GPa). N.B.: the graphite furnace surrounding the MgO

capsule is not distinguishable from the boron-epoxy gasket, having a similar X-ray absorption contrast. Bottom: 3-D

reconstruction of the Fe-FeS melt pockets in the olivine matrix, the vertical axis indicates the distance in microns.

Courtesy of G. Morard.

Figure 9: Haut: radiographie X 2-D d’un échantillon olivine+Fe-FeS fondu à 2 GPa et 1500 K; l’hauteur de l’image

est définie par l’espace entre les enclumes (∼ 300 µm à 2 GPa). N.B.: le four en graphite autour de la capsule

en MgO n’est pas distinguable du joint en bore-epoxy car ces matériaux ont le même contraste d’absorption. Bas:

reconstruction 3-D des poches de Fe-FeS liquide dans la matrice d’olivine, l’axe vertical donne la distance en microns.

Crédit: G. Morard.
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Figure 10: Back-scattered electron image of a Fe-FeO sample quenched from 25 GPa and 2500 K; the sample is

surrounded by an Al2O3 capsule. Lighter areas: Fe-rich melt, grey areas: FeO-rich melt.

Figure 10: Image en microscopie électronique à balayage d’un échantillon Fe-FeO porté à 25 GPa-2500 K puis

trempé; l’échantillon est entouré d’une capsule en Al2O3. Zones gris claires: Fe liquide, zones plus foncées: FeO

liquide.
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Figure 11: Top: mapping of the miscibility fields of Fe-S-C melts (left, adapted from Corgne et al. (2008), T range:

1750-2200◦C) and the Fe-S-Si melt (right, data from Sanloup and Fei (2004) and Malavergne et al. (2007)). Bottom:

models of planetary interiors for a planetesimal (left) and for Mercury (right, adapted fromMalavergne et al. (2010)).

Figure 11: Haut: Lacunes de miscibilité dans les liquides Fe-S-C (gauche, adapté de Corgne et al. (2008), domaine

de T: 1750-2200◦C) et Fe-S-Si (droite, données de Sanloup and Fei (2004) et Malavergne et al. (2007)). Bas: modèles

d’intérieur planétaire pour un planétésimal (gauche) et pour Mercure (droite, adapté de Malavergne et al. (2010)).
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Figure 12: SiO4 tetraedra in high T β-quartz (left) and Xe substitution (right).

Figure 12: Tétraèdres SiO4 dans la phase haute T du quartz (gauche) et substitution de l’atome de Si par un atome

de Xe (droite).
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